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Quick Tips for Making Your White Paper Call to Action

Irresistible

Your white paper’s title, the graphics that illustrate it and the words you use to on the button should work
together so well, the prospect can’t help but type in an email address and click. Luckily, Marketing Sherpa
performed an extensive study of just which white paper calls to action got the most response. Here’s what
they found in their study.

Titles that Work

1. Make the subject clear. Don’t be cute and make plays on words. Punsters focus is on their own wit
rather than the prospect’s needs. The prospect needs to know what the paper is about and if it’s for
him or her . . . fast.

2. Shorter titles get more downloads, according to the Marketing Sherpa study. If the title must be
long, break it up with a colon. “2013 Tax Law Changes:  TurboTax Updates for Tax Professionals” is
one example.

3. Identify the ideal audience. Add “. . . for IT Managers,” “The Soccer Mom’s Guide to . . .” or “. . . that
Human Resources Teams Need.” People want to be able to identify themselves fast.

4. Use action words that imply the reader will be able to make positive changes after reading the
white paper. Consider putting the verb in gerund form, “ing.” Try, “finding,” “getting,” “implementing,”
“protecting,” “guarding,” “organizing,” “applying,” and “using.”  Passive phrases like “all about . . . “ or “a discussion of . . . “ did not get as
much attention in the Marketing Sherpa study.

5. Do your keyword research, choosing the phrase with most search volume. To illustrate, the Marketing Sherpa team discovered that
there were twice as many searches for “spyware” as there were for “anti-spyware.” Software companies focusing on security products
create “anti-spyware.” Even so, these companies would have to incorporate “spyware” into their white papers. Rather than, “Using anti-
spyware in . . . “, the title would need flipped to something more like, “Battling spyware in . . . “ Sometimes naming the problem is more
effective that naming the solution.

Graphics
White paper calls to action that win the most email addresses generally have a graphic of the white paper or ebook close to
the form fields where prospects enter their email addresses. This gives prospects the idea that  An image makes your white
paper offer more concrete!

Most white papers are never bound or spiraled or in a notebook. They’ll just be downloaded and printed from the recipient’s
printer. Nevertheless, images help give the impression that the offer is substantial and solid.

The Copy Surrounding the Offer
Potential prospects need all obstacles removed before they take the risk of sharing their email address. If you look at the graphic from Facebook
aficionado Mari Smith above, you’ll see that she’s added two reassurances: “We respect your privacy.” And “Your info is safe with us.” With these
guarantees, the potential prospect has nothing to lose.

These Three Tips Make the White Paper Irresistible
Even the tiniest aspects of internet marketing can have their intricacies, including the white paper’s call to action. If you don’t have the time or
interest to determine the best practices of every aspect of your website, our graphic designers have them all down cold. Contact us when you are
ready to try the white paper lead generation program.
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